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INFORMATION 
 

 

It has been 20 years since the beginning of the Vibrant Gujarat 

Summit. In these two decades, this initiative has been a 

trailblazer and trendsetter. It showed that thinking big is the 

first step of making a big impact. It showed how a State of 

India could institutionalize a way to connect Indian and 

international investors with the aspirations of our youth. It also 

set a national benchmark which many States successfully 

emulated, thus strengthening the Indian economy. As always, 

Vibrant Gujarat Summit continues to achieve new heights with 

the vision of a prosperous Gujarat for a self -reliant India. 

 

Vibrant Gujarat Global Summit, conceptualised in 2003 under the 

visionary leadership of Shri Narendra Modi, Hon’ble Prime Minister 

of India (the then Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat), has today 

evolved as one of the most reputed global forums for business 

networking, knowledge sharing and strategic partnerships for 

inclusive growth and sustainable development. This “Tenth 

Edition” of Vibrant Gujarat will celebrate “20 Years of Vibrant 

Gujarat as the Summit of Success”.
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(A) Vibrant Gujarat 

PURPOSE OF VISIT 

 Industrial visits are important for the following 

reasons: 

 

1. To gain a practical knowledge of the actual working of the organization. 

2. To get the practical knowledge of the project development process. 

3. To adopt criteria about the management. 

4. To study co-ordination between different departments. 

5. How to control various circumstances. 

In order to achieve the above-mentioned objectives, we had organized an 

industrial visit at Vibrant Gujarat, Gandhinagar for 2nd Sem. Degree Computer 

Genius Students. 
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 Significance of the Industrial Tour 

The basic objective of having industrial tour is for studying various aspects 

related with different industrial units. 

 

The different techniques and methods being used in industries are studied in order 

to gain wide outlook concerning industrial activities for that purpose. 

What we Learnt? 
 

On 12th Jan, 2024  at 11:00 A.M. we reached at Vibrant Gujarat  

(Gandhinagar). 

 

Our faculty members lead us. All the students  of  Computer  branch were in 

discipline. It was a huge building with tight security. The director of Vibrant 

Gujarat gave the permission to visit the exhibition. The visit is divided into two 

parts. 
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Over the last decade, this program has emerged very popular as well as very useful to 

various departments of Gujarat Government. Over 50,000 receiving class rooms 

equipped with Ku band receivers have been established by different stake holders in the 

Gujarat State. Annually, about 3700 hours of live programs are telecast on these 

channels. 
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 They have also discussed about the various other activities of Vibrant Gujarat like 

Satellite Communication, Remote Sensing Applications, Global Navigation 

Satellite System and Land Survey, Disaster Management, Software Development 

etc. They also encourage our students to be a part of their Education, Research and 

Training activity. 
 

 

Personal Experience of Students 
 
 

The industrial tour was the interface between the college life and the corporate 

world. We all enjoyed this Industrial visit with ample of things learning, gaining 

knowledge, having different experiences and having a great journey. This visit 

would not have successfully coordinated by our student coordinators Abhishek 

Trivedi  , Parth Khendadiya  and Nidhi Sonani and the most important we  

would not   have enjoyed   and gone without our faculty coordinators  Prof. Tanvi 

D.Oza  and Prof. Devdatt D. Chavda. 

 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The experience of this tour was really fantastic and unforgettable. It was 

reverberating experience which cherished all of us. 

 
Students got valuable information about different aspect of space application 

center. We got to learn a lot many more things from this tour. 
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